1 is an expert consulting system which employs software agents to manage distributed knowledge sources. These individual software agents solve users' problems either by themselves or via cooperation. The efficiency of cooperation plays a serious role in DPS and MAS. We have focused on the development of a twinbase approach for agents to model the capabilities of each other, and thus achieve efficient cooperation. The current version of the ViSe2 implementation is an experimental model of an agent-based expert system. We have run some performance tests, and compared with other cooperation approaches in DAI. The results received so far indicate that the ViSe2 agents serve their users in an efficient cooperation manner.
I. INTRODUCTION
When people get problems, they attempt to solve them by themselves first; if not, they will ask other people close-by for assistance; and if the problems remain unsolved, they will consult experts for help. The process of people seeking assistance is a realistic action of knowledge integration. An individual never has enough knowledge to face all problems of the world. Computer and computer software have been great help in enhancing people's knowledge, i.e., expert systems have provided people great possibilities to inherit and use specific knowledge from these experts whom one has no chance to meet. Naturally, these expert systems, knowledgebases, and other information sources are distributed. It is hard to gather needed information or knowledge pieces from some unknown sources. This phenomenon has motivated us to use cooperative software agents to manage distributed knowledge (or integrate existing intelligent systems), and study the cooperation among these agents for achieving an efficient distributed problem solving. With this respect, a cooperative intelligent agent can be a user's personal consultant that takes care of all the problems the user has, and solves them either by retrieving its local knowledge-base or asking cooperative peer(s) to take over the job. As such, the agent could not only solve those problems under the local knowledge domain, but also act as an all-round problem solving expert, since it could ask for help from cyber-friends over the network. These cyber-friends are some kinds of peer agents 1 .
The Virtual Secretary is an on-going project at the University of Tromsø [7] . It includes two phases: the first phase (ViSe) focuses on usermodel-based software agents for information filtering and process migration based on mobile computing network; the second phase (ViSe2) concentrates on information integration via cooperative agents in a distributed environment. The project is partly supported by the Research Council of Norway (Grant no. 112577/431).
that have rich application knowledge or manage some knowledge sources, and are willing to help each other.
So, the question is: how does an agent know which agent can do what among the others, and thus locate the best peer for help? In the ViSe2 agent-based expert consulting system, we employ a new technique of agent modeling for cooperation -the twin-base approach, that allows an agent to monitor and reason the capabilities of others for the purpose of efficient cooperation. The twin-base consists of a task-base and a cooperator-base [2] . The cooperator-base collects stable information of the others and acts as an auxiliary base to the task-base. The task-base provides direct mappings between tasks and relevant expert agents that can perform such tasks. A capability revision process has been proposed for keeping the mapping of information consistent [3] . With this twin-base modeling, at run time, when a ViSe2 agent receives a task beyond its local knowledge domain, it searches the task-base to find out who can do this job, queries the cooperator-base for further contact information, and forwards the task to the peer agent for cooperative problem solving.
We have built the ViSe2 system based on the twin-base modeling technique, and focused on the cooperative behaviors among agents. The system consists of two separate parts: ViSe2 agents and a ViSe2 trader. The individual ViSe2 agent is constructed in eight modules, while the trader is a small server, which takes the responsibility of agent registration and address trading for the establishment of cooperation in a distributed environment. We have tested the system performance, and compared it with other cooperation approaches in DAI, i.e., the acquaintance model approach [8, 14] , the assisted coordination approach [6] and the contract net protocol [4] . The results indicate that the twin-base modeling approach achieves the most efficient cooperation with high on-line performance [3] .
The organization of this paper is as follows: first we introduce the twin-base agent modeling approach, and the capability revision process. Then we give an overview of ViSe2 agent-based expert consulting system and its implementation. Finally, we compare and analyze the system performance of our model with other cooperation approaches to verify the efficiency of our ViSe2 system.
II. TWIN-BASE MODELING APPROACH
A simple ViSe2 expert consulting system is an intelligent agent plus some domain knowledge sources managed by the agent. A small number of ViSe2 agents is organized into a multi-agent system for the purpose of knowledge and information sharing. In this kind of MAS, we assume that agents are connected via a reliable network; an individual agent has its own knowledge-base or full access to some local knowledge systems, i.e., expert systems, knowledge-bases etc., and therefore it can provide expert services in some application domains; and agents are willing to cooperate with each other for the purpose of knowledge sharing. There is a special agent cooperation trader that is responsible for agent registration and address trading.
In the cooperative group, when an agent receives a task under its problem solving capabilities, it invokes a goal-driven search in its local knowledge-based system to retrieve the user-wanted data; if the task is beyond the agent's problem solving capabilities, the agent figures out a peer, and forwards the task to the peer agent for cooperative problem solving. In this respect, efficiently locating of the peer in a cooperative group becomes a critical issue. Considering the cost between computation and communication, we have proposed a twin-base approach that allows an agent to monitor the activities of other agents for direct peer locating.
A Information Contained in the Cooperation
The purpose of cooperation is to allow agents to share knowledge and information with each other, and thus to provide the users a virtual access to distributed knowledge or information sources. To satisfy this demand, first of all, an agent must figure out whom can be shared with. Therefore, we let each agent collect, monitor and reason the capabilities of the others and use the captured information to locate a peer agent. An agent's capabilities are actually those abstract descriptions of the goals in its local knowledge sources. Second, in a distributed environment, each agent defines its local information model: data structure and data query. So if an agent wants to ask for assistance from a peer agent, it should know in advance the schema information of the peer agent, and thus invoke operations in a meaningful format. The schema information is meta-data of capabilities. Finally, we need the domain state to record auxiliary information for peer locating. It includes address, statistics and trust attributes. The address is formatted as Name.IP_Address.Port. The statistics contains the number of rules an agent possesses. It is used to indicate the agent's problem solving power. The trust records an agent's preference to peer agents. A peer agent's trust value is updated dynamically by the user's feedback preference. Both statistics and trust values help an agent to choose who is the best peer. The agent would like to contact those peer agents with high trust value and good statistics record.
B Twin-Base Modeling for Efficient Cooperation
The twin-base consists of a cooperator-base and a taskbase. The task-base provides direct mappings between tasks and the relevant expert agents that can carry out the tasks. In the task-base, each tuple is related to one task and recorded as task_distribution(Task_Description, Agent, Dependence). The Task_Description states the goal abstraction that the Agent related local knowledge sources possess, including the goals in its internal knowledge-base. At the initial state of an agent, only local goals are evaluated and placed in its task-base; after joining a cooperative group and meta-level information exchanging, the agent may have some of the goals of the other cooperative agents. If a goal is a joint mission, then domain Dependence specifies those sub-goals and their related agents. If more than one agent can achieve the same goal, tuples containing these agents are sorted in the task-base based on the agents' priorities evaluated as the following: Rule 1 Self-solving has the highest priority. If a host agent can carry out the task, then the agent has the highest priority. There are two reasons for the employment of this rule. Firstly, to ask for assistance from the others will increase the communication overhead, and thus reduce the system performance. Secondly, for security reasons, an agent should trust itself more than anyone else. Rule 2 Non-host agents are sorted corresponding to their state information. It is better to choose agents with high trust value and good statistics record.
The cooperator-base collects relatively stable information of other agents and acts as an auxiliary base to the task-base.
It is in the form of cooperator(Index, Agent, State).
The task-base plays the main role in an on-line cooperation process. When receiving a goal that is beyond its problem solving capabilities, an agent compares the received goal with those task descriptions in its task-base, selects the first matched tuple, and consults the retrieved peer agent for help. In this sense, an agent can directly retrieve the best qualified peer in its task-base, while leaving those evaluation and reasoning work in the agent's free time.
C Capability Revision Process
The task-base provides direct mappings between tasks and the related expert agents that can perform such tasks. Information in the task-base is changed frequently: agents' capabilities are dynamically changed; agents enter or leave the cooperative group dynamically. So, even if the task-base provides a clear information snapshot of a group at one time, it does not mean that it can provide the consistent mapping information at all times. In order to allow the task-base to keep the information most updated and consistent, we have developed a capability revision process to monitor the information changing. The capability revision process is invoked as a result of meta-level information exchange.
Let an agent set A = { , , ..., }, and a task set T = { , , ..., }. As mentioned before, the task-base is recorded in the following tuple:
More precisely, for an agent ( ), that performs a task ( ), the tuple is shown as the follows: To maintain the task-base most updated, the following capability revision processes are defined: Obviously, with the capability revision process, it is very convenient to manipulate information change, and the maintenance work is proceeded off-line.
III. SYSTEM OVERVIEW
The ViSe2 is an experimental model of expert system which employs software agents to manage distributed knowledge. It has been constructed in two steps: first we built individual agents with the twin-base model on their cooperation levels; then we employed a ViSe2 trader to manage the addresses of the agents in a group, and thus set up a multi-agent cooperation system.
A Agent Architecture
From the cooperation viewpoint, an individual ViSe2 agent is constructed with the following functional components ( Fig. 1 User Interface This module offers an interface between a normal user and a ViSe2 agent. The user gives the specifications of tasks through the User Interface. Communication Interface This module offers an interface to different agents. It consists of a set of message rules and procedures driven by the Agent Brain for sending and receiving messages over the network. Agent Brain This is the control module of an agent. It schedules the agent's work and calls other modules when needed. Knowledge-Base It is a simplified local knowledge system, which is used by the related ViSe2 agent as a knowledge source. It can be a local knowledge-base, an expert system or some database. The knowledge-base always provides agent expert knowledge and information in some user specified application domains, and can be updated by the agent's learning behavior.
Twin-Base It consists of a task-base and a cooperator-base,
and collects all necessary information for a cooperation process. Prolog Server It is an inference engine that helps the Problem-Solver and Cooperation to perform reasoning work. Problem-Solver This module is directly under the control of the Agent Brain for handling these local Prolog actions on the agent's Knowledge-Base. It is closely related to the Prolog Server by passing tasks and results around. Cooperation This module is responsible for peer locating with the help of the Twin-Base. In addition, it revises the task-base as results of meta-level information exchange.
B System Architecture
In a distributed environment, it is difficult for individual agents to keep track of the dynamic information of group members. Therefore, we need a special agent to collect the addresses of members in the cooperative group. In our system, we employ a ViSe2 trader to take care of agent registration and address trading. The trader concept is widely used in open distributed processing where it enables the linking of Fig . 2 shows the architecture of the ViSe2 multi-agent cooperation framework for an integrated agent-based expert consulting system. It is composed of two separate parts: ViSe2 agents and a ViSe2 trader. In this framework, we hide the complicated local knowledge based architecture of individuals. Instead, we focus on the cooperation among these ViSe2 agents for the management of distributed knowledge sources. So, when a new ViSe2 agent joins a cooperation group, first of all, the agent exports its address and status information to the trader for registration, and imports all other cooperative agents' addresses into its cooperator-base; then the agent uses the imported addresses to set up cooperative connections with these agents; finally, if the users prefer their agents to work at cooperative states, the agents exchange their meta-level information of problem solving capabilities. After that, the agents are ready to serve their users as the all-round experts.
IV. IMPLEMENTATION
Based on the twin-base modeling technique and system architecture, we have implemented an experimental agentbased expert consulting system, which focuses on the issue of distributed problem solving through efficient multi-agent cooperation. The system is developed with Tcl/Tk [12] , TclX [11] , Tix [5] and BinProlog [13] on HP-Unix, and partly based on the work of IDEAS [9] .
A General Description
A ViSe2 agent can be loaded in a distributed environment. It has the full access of its local knowledge sources, and can work either stand-alone or via cooperation. The cooperation could be arranged only while the ViSe2 trader is on service. The ViSe2 trader is a small server that manages the addresses of cooperative agents in a group, and it could be located on any volunteer host.
An individual ViSe2 agent itself is a specialist on some application domains with the help of its local knowledge-base. The local knowledge-base is evaluated or loaded while the ViSe2 agent is initialized. Currently, we have built four kinds of knowledge-bases in Prolog: clothing, wine, travel and album. These knowledge-bases are used as simplified knowledge sources in our ViSe2 system. The knowledge-base includes both expert knowledge and fact knowledge. The expert knowledge is about how-to information, i.e., how to buy clothes for some user-specified purposes, how to recommend wines to different occasions etc. The fact knowledge includes the product and sales related information, e.g., price, manufacturer, shop location etc. The expert knowledge is relatively stable, while the fact knowledge is periodically updated.
An individual ViSe2 agent has limited knowledge and problem solving capabilities since the limited size of local knowledge-base. It becomes more powerful after joining a cooperation group, where it can ask the other agents for help (virtually access remote knowledge or information sources). In this sense, when an agent receives a task that is beyond its capabilities, it queries the twin-base to get a peer agent and forwards the task to the peer for cooperative problem solving. The agent's twin-base collects the meta-level information of the other agents. It is set up while the agent enters a cooperative group, and revised when the agent detects the changing of meta-level information.
B User Interface
The ViSe2 agent user interface is the channel where a user communicates with his agent: queries agent information, teaches agent knowledge, monitors the agent's work etc. We have designed and implemented the agent user-friendly way. The interface is in Tix notebook style [5] with icon tool-bar and on-line guiding bar. Both balloon help and guiding information are bound to the cursor movement (Fig. 3) . The interface also provides a solution to the too-manywindows problem. As we know, people always get confused after they have opened too many windows for different operations. For this reason, we utilize an interface technique: all-in-one, where window shifting follows user's operation chain: after the user finishes one step, the window automatically switches to next step. This makes the user feel easy, just like turning a page of a notebook.
The main interactions between users and agents are askme and teach-me dialogues. We employ keyword-fill-in ( 
ViSe2 Agent 4
Cooperation Export / Import 4) and Message-To mechanisms to perform these dialogues. Keyword-fill-in is much efficient for a user to specify a task to an agent, and we believe that it is a good method before natural language user interface becomes realistic. MessageTo is built specially for system monitor, maintenance and adjustment.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
As mentioned, the current version of the ViSe2 implementation is an experimental model for expert consulting systems via efficient multi-agent cooperation. We have used four simplified knowledge-bases: album, travel, wine and clothing, to be as knowledge sources of related ViSe2 agents located on different hosts. We have tested the functionalities of the ViSe2 agents at both stand-alone and cooperative states. In addition, we have briefly compared the system performance of our model with other cooperation approaches. The experimental results show that:
1. Individual ViSe2 agents can work stand-alone if the tasks are under their local knowledge domains. 2. Individual ViSe2 agents can work in a cooperative manner while the problems are beyond their local knowledge domains. 3. Efficient cooperation is achieved. Compared with other cooperation approaches, the agent with the twin-base modeling technique gives the shortest mean response time in a cooperative query.
To study the agents' cooperative behaviors and the efficiency of cooperation, we compared our system performance with other cooperation approaches. The system performance is measured by the agent's mean response time of 20 runs. Fig. 5 shows the mean response time of four cooperative ViSe2 agents. In the figure, five lines (from bottom to top) represent the mean response time of agents' local query, remote query with the twin-base modeling [2] , remote query simulating the acquaintance model [8, 14] , remote query simulating the assisted coordination approach [6] and remote query simulating the contract net protocol [4] . Different approaches have unlike advantages in their applications. As we can see, the agents with the twin-base modeling give the shortest mean response time for remote query -a cooperative problem solving in our application domains [3] . What are the theoretical reasons for these results? As we know, there are two main time-consuming phases in a multiagent cooperation process: computation (reasoning and evaluation) and communication. So, an efficient cooperation should consider a reasonable balance between the cost of computation and communication: to minimize communication while keeping on-line computation as simple as possible. Fig. 6 illustrates the communication and computation (evaluation) consuming in different cooperation approaches. In the contract net protocol [4] , when an agent needs help from the others, it broadcasts a task-announcement message. The other agents evaluate their resources and submit bids to the original agent. The original agent then evaluates these bids and assigns the task to the most suitable one (Fig. 6,  1st) . The contract net protocol is appropriate in a decentralized control regime where the agent does not know in advance the other agents' information, but, with the generality of the broadcast, this approach becomes inefficient in many cases. The assisted coordination approach [6] eliminates such broadcasting communication. There is a central manager agent that monitors the overview picture of the group, any agent wishing to locate peers sends a message to the manager agent and receives the address of the peer agent (Fig. 6,  2nd ). Lashkari et al.'s collaborative framework [10] and Genesereth and Ketchpel's federated system [6] are two examples of this approach. As we can see, the assisted coordination approach eliminates the broadcasting cost, but much communication is still needed to locate a peer agent. Reasoning is a better solution to reduce the communication overhead. Wittig and Jennings suggest an acquaintance model to capture the meta-level information of cooperative agents [8, 14] . In their agent architecture, there are a self model that represents the information of the agent itself, and acquaintance models that specify data of other agents sharing similar interests or capabilities. To locate peer agents, the agent evaluates acquaintance's activities and selects the best qualified agents for cooperation (Fig. 6, 3rd ). This approach decreases the communication overhead, while it increases local computation required to maintain the acquaintance model [14] . To decrease the cost of maintenance work and on-line evaluation, we developed the twin-base modeling approach. With this approach, at run time, when an agent receives a goal that is beyond its capabilities, the agent can directly retrieve the best qualified peer from its task-base, and ask the peer to perform the task, and leave those evaluation, reasoning and maintenance work in the agent's free time (Fig. 6,  4th ).
VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS
The ViSe2 expert consulting system is implemented based on the twin-base modeling technique, focusing on the distributed problem solving via efficient cooperation among friendly expert agents. We have tested the system performance, and compared it with other cooperation approaches, i.e., the acquaintance model approach [8, 14] , the assisted coordination approach [6] and the contract net protocol [4] . The experimental results show us that the twin-base modeling approach achieves the most efficient cooperation. The ViSe2 system presented in this paper provides a tool for realization of the management of distributed knowledge and information sources via efficient multi-agent cooperation, which is based on the ideas of parallelism and pre-computation. When these kinds of cooperative agents become more widely used, our twin-base approach is a good choice for knowledge concerned application. Considering the goal of the ViSe2 project, there are still many issues under development, i.e., efficient negotiation protocol, KQML based Tcl api, security problems, learning mechanisms etc. 
